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   Abstract 
    Commercial banks in china had achieved size expansion by IPO and merger in 
recent years, because of combine effect of intrinsic impulse of size expansion and 
exogen- ous factors,such as accommodative macroeconomic policies, soft constraints 
in fnancing by capital market, promotion by local government. 
    Commercial bank is special financial enterprises, is main carrier of the monetary 
policy transmission mechanism, and contains systemic risk. So, combining with the 
corporate boundary theory, this paper believes that the moderate size of the 
commercial banks not only depends on economies of scale, but also should consider 
the monetary policy transmission efficiency and financial stability functions. 
    Basing on elaborating theory of economies of scale ,the paper has tested 
economies of scale of city commercial banks in china by means of TCF. The results 
show that the large and medium-size city commercial banks almost have achieved 
economies of scale, but small commercial banks in the state of the diseconomies of 
scale. The article also holds that we should consider economies of scale of 
commercial bank from risk-taking, capital constraint, shareholders' return expectation, 
efficiency of internal management. 
    In environment with asymmetric information, the commercial banks of different 
sizes have different information advantages and corporate borrowing costs. By 
introducing capital constraints, the paper builds a theoretical model on bank capital, 
the scale of credit assets, and monetary policy, and deduces that monetary policy 
transmission channels of the bank credit decreases as bank size increases. The article 
also uses the data of Chinese banking industry to carry out quantitative analysis, the 
results show that there are positive correlation between fluctuations in bank lending 
and bank size, negative correlation between bank credit growth and leverage ratio of 
bank, positive correlation between capital adequacy ratio and the size of credit. 
    Systemically important banking institutions have a negative effect on systemic 
risk because of negative externalities and moral hazard .Commercial banks not only 















and the larger of bank size, the higher of probability of regulatory authorities by 
captured, the higher the possibility of following continue weaken regulatory 
reputation, systemic risk will obviously increase. The relationship between bank size, 
competition and financial stability shows that banking sector should consider effect to 
financial stability during size expansion. Banking sector in china is in the state of part 
saturation in urban and eastern region, but lack of saturation in rural and western 
region, and commercial banks’ size expansion contain latent systemic risk. 
    The evaluation studies on Chinese banking industry’s macro performance shows 
that The macro performance of city commercial banks is higher than  large state 
-owned banks and national joint-stock banks, not only to achieve economies of 
scale in the expansion process  but also the monetary policy transmission is more 
efficient, and can play the function of financial stability. Therefore, the large 
commercial banks should abandon the blind expansion strategy, steering the lifelong 
development, small banks can take reasonable expansion.Therefore, the paper 
provides policy recommendations from five dimensions including national level, 
macro-control departments, regulatory authority, local government and commercial 
bank, such as accelerate reform among banking system, strengthen macro-control means, 
implement effective banking supervision, improve financial management system by local 
government, commercial banks act positive to select moderate size. 
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资产总额 113.3 万亿元，比年初增加 18 万亿元，增长 18.9%；负债总额 106.1 万
亿元，比年初增加 16.6 万亿元，增长 18.6%；所有者权益 7.2 万亿元，比年初增
加 1.4 万亿元，增长 23.6%（如图 1 所示）；银行业金融机构本外币各项存款余
额 82.7 万亿元，比年初增加 9.9 万亿元，同比增长 13.5%，本外币各项贷款余额
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